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THE SABRE

The first issue of THE SABRE was received with open
arms by the corps, and to say the least, was an unqualified
success. THE SABRE Board extends to the corps the appreciation for the way they stood by us, and made THE
SABRE possible. We hope to make each issue more attractive than its predecessor. Now that the first issue is
out (our first experience), we have regained our composure, which was slightly shaken at being confronted by
the many ocstacles that naturally confront a new enterprise. But the crisis is past, "The Rubicon" is crossed;
and now that THE SABRE is an assured success, we feel
we may rest on our oars.
It is our fortune to have in the school a strictly modern Y. M. C. A. With the coming of Capt. James J.
King, our Y. M. C. A. secretary, things took a jump in
Christian Association circles. His untiring efforts resulted
in a large addition to the building, and also the construcing of the finest swimming pool in the State of Virginia.
We also have Capt. King to thank for a complete new
library that has recently been installed.
The Young Men's Christian Association is a great
institution. Young men all over the country are being
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made strong both morally and physically, and we ought
to feel proud to have a branch here at our school. We
congratulate Capt. King on the fine work he is doing,
and we urge every cadet to join the Y. M. C. A.
It has lately come to our ears that outsiders and
neighboring schools have termed our corps as "roughnecks." This is too bitter a pill for us to swallow silently,
and not speak a word in our own behalf. We are and
always have been the leading Prep, school of the State,
our corps have always been a body of gentlemen, and unless provocated to a great extent, they always have remained so. In the face of these facts, we do say that the
corps has always been willing to so bend themselves as to
fit the prevailing circumstances. Our motive in publishing this article is merely a rebuttal of criticism, but if
the cap fits you, wear it.
We recently had the good fortune to have with us for
two days, Prof. T. W. Shannon, of Ohio. Professor
Shannon is the greatest living authority of "Sex Hygeine,"
and he visits educational institutions all over the country,
making powerful speeches for the great cause. He is
undoubtedly the strongest speaker that has ever appeared
before an S. M. A. corps.
During his lectures not a stir could be heard in the
hall, each cadet was held spell bound by the oratorical
master who stood before. His arguments were scientific,
yet simple enough for the youngest boys to understand
and profit by. Great credit must be given Captain King
for his efforts in procuring this great speaker.

THE SABRE

"A Day at S. M. A."
T six fifty-five the first clear notes of the
bugle are heard floating through the still,
morning air, but hush, ne'er a sound can
be heard, until we hear the silvery notes
again, this time announcing second call.
It is then the sleepy corps rub their eyes
and reap "coises" on the "horn." Finally the buglar becoming exasperated at his unappreciated efforts, blows a
feeble warning, at this threatening note, the gallaries become alive with cadets, who, while taking three steps at a
time arranged their wardrobe with the skill of a city fireman, at the same time wildly shouting "Hold it." At last
the dreaded "Fall in" blows, and the many stragglers arrive just in time to escape being "struck late" by the
vigilant guard, who with pads and pencils out eagerly look
for victims. Reveille the beginning of a new day is over.
After returning to our rooms we scan the floor for
a "Fatima" butt, and then proceed to the wash-room to
cleanse our sleepy faces. While the fastidious ones are applying "Pompeian" to their faces we hear the welcome
breakfast call. Upon our return from "mess," the "old
boys" lounge comfortably on the beds while their ever
faithful ( ?) "rats" clean their rooms for Police Inspection. Next comes school call, now, my readers, we overlook the dreary hours of recitations, yet it might be inter-
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esting to follow one of the cadets to his room during
school. I mean of course one of the cadets who is skipping study-hall or classes, if he thinks he has a particularly "easy" teacher. When no member of the guard
is looking the recreant slips to his room, and comfortably
ensconses himself upon a bed with "Diamond Dick,"
"Top Notch," or something else.
But before the last pretense is made toward comfort
or pleasure, a trunk, closet, or bed is fixed as a hiding
place. The popular preference is a trunk. All the trays
are taken out and put under a bed, so they will escape observation, and the trunk is left open and conveniently
near the cadet's "roosting place." And as his fancy
roams over the crags of the Rocky Montains upon some
daring Indian expedition, or as it flits sleuthlike through
the dark passages of one of our large cities hounding down
some "Black-Hand" murderer, he hears the rattle of a
sabre a few rooms away. Then all imaginary action is forgotten in the real action which follows. There is a slight
flurry and a click as the trunk lid drops, and the O. D.
looks upon a quiet unoccupied room.
But alas for the culprie if the O. D. is "wise." The
trunk is taken up, rolled out the door and down the gallery. But never a sound is heard from the trunk's interior, for 'tis no dishonor to "skip" school, but a disgrace if caught.
Then another interesting thing is to watch the
cadets kid ( ?) the nurse and doctor. The sick cadet
spends several hours trying to locate his ailment, But
"Nursey" excuses no one without a temperature. Innumerable ways have been devised for getting temperature, but as the years roll by, "Nursey" is getting wiser
and wiser. Nursey puts one of her numerous ther-
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mometers in the "dying soldier's" mouth, and then never
removes her eyes from him. But soon they come in twos
and threes, and unsuspecting "Nursey" is induced to
give all her attention to them for a minute or two, and
at the end of that time the other cadet has a temperature
of from 99 to 110. And as he engages "Nursey" in an
argument to get excused, the other fellow raises his
temperature to a like degree. But the object, a temperature, is accomplished, and the kind hearted nurse writes
out the excuse, knowing she has been "fooled," but taking her defeat nobly and determining to discover this
last way of "getting past" her.
Finally the bell at the end of the seventh period
rings, and in five minutes the welcome notes of "Mess
Call" are heard. This time nobody is late. After dinner
a grand rush is made for the postoffice, where the cadets
eagerly seize missives from their parents and sweethearts. Whilst the mail is being distributed, a score of
cadets can be seen madly searching for clean collars,
etc., preparing for "Guard Mount." After "Guard
Mount," the clarion notes of drill are heard. The
monotonous hours of drill pass away in a maze of
"squads right," "column left," etc., after what seems
ages the notes of recall are heard. But the worst is yet
to come, those who have "beat" must now plod their
weary way around the quadrangle, hoping against hope
that "Ted" will cancel "beat." The more fortunate
cadets may go on the "run" or "Y" until "Retreat."
Promptly at six o'clock, the most imposing formation of
the day "Retreat" is held on the upper parade ground.
The battalion is drawn up in a "battalion front" and
the usual ceremonies of "Retreat" are held. From here
we march into supper, after our evening repast is over
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we have a short intermission until "Study Hall" blows,
the Seniors and the fortunate ones who have "privileges,"
are allowed to study in their rooms, but the rest wend their
way to "Study Hall." After a tedious two hours study
( ?) we again have a short intermission then we hear
the first call for Tatoo, five minutes later finds us in the
quadrangle waiting for fall in to blow. After this formation we make preparations to retire (some of us),
after what seems a short fifteen minutes the long drawn
notes of "Taps" are heard the end of another day.
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Military
The military department has taken great strides
since last year, and the United States Army regulations
have taken a strong hold upon that branch of our school
training. Already eight men have been dismissed from
the academy for breeches of discipline. Gnash, Sproul,
Mullerschoen, Chapman and Johnson, F., were dismissed
for breaking barracks, while McCune, Finley, and Callahan were expelled for other serious offenses.
Although having fallen once, this should hardly prove
a knockout blow to these unfortunate fellows, and they
should remember the old addage that you can't keep a
good man down. We sincerely hope that they will take
a brace and show the stuff that they are really made of.
Being expelled from school is quite a serious occurrence to take place in the life of a boy, and one must
deal with it as such.
The following appointments of noncommissioned
officers have been published since the last issue of THE
SABRE:

To be cadet sergeant, Cadet Hitchens.
To be cadet corporals Cadets Morey, Ranshaw, and
Hunter.
To be cadet lance corporals, Cadets Hodgson, Dennis,
Gibson, Humlong, Robertson, Morrell, McMillan and
Shambs.
Sergeant Hitchens, Corporals Morrey, Morrell, and
Scambs were assigned to Co. "A." Corporals Ranshaw,
Dennis, Hunlonf, to Co. "B." Corporals Hodgson and
Gibson to Co. "C" Corporals Hunter, Robertson and
McMillan to Co. "D."

-
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Although we were greatly disappointed at not being
able to go to Washington to participate in the inauguration of our Staunton born President, many of our cadets
were interested enough to enlist in the militia. They
joined this body with the proviso that after three days
of service they should receive an honorable discharge.
Cadet sergeant Carroll and Corporal Hodgson went
with Co. "K" of this town. Upon their arrival at Washington, Carroll was appointed to drill with the same rank
as he held as S. M. A., this being sergeant.
The First Regiment Band took many of our best
pieces along with them. Cadet Capt. Barton, First Sergeant Jones, Sergeant Adams, privates Griffith, Land,
Friend, R., Hart, Overlook and Jones, W., added much
to their playing. These men were required to enlist as
were the men that went with Co. "K."
1 I
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Social Notes
THE WASHINGTON BIRTHDAY DANCE
AT S. M. A.
With the hearty support of the batallion and through
the untiring efforts of our social leader, W. M. Tindal,
the S. M. A. social club gave their annual Washington
birthday dance in the gymnasium of the barracks. The
dancing cards, with the musical program, were most appropriate to the occasion. The walls and ceiling of the
gymnasium were artistically decorated with flags, school
pennants and bunting. Punch was served. One of the
most delightful features of the evening was the mu'Sic
rendered by the cadet orchestra. The selections were
carefully arranged, the latest pieces being interspersed
with older favorites.
The chaperones were Mrs. William G. Kable, Capt.
and Mrs. Sizer, Capt. and Mrs. Beardsworth, Capt.
and Mrs. Sutherland, Capt. and Mrs. Ragan, and Miss
Paxton.
Among those dancing were Miss Gladys Walker with
Capt. Sam McCue, Miss Helen Pole, of Erie, Pa., with
Cadet LaMarche, Miss Margaret Enslow with Cadet
Nigh, Miss Vira Harmon with Sidney Moss, of the
University, Miss Laura Wise with Cadet Alstadt, Miss
Sue Bowman with Cadet Tindal, Miss Eleanor Curry
with Cadet Harris, Miss Elsie Morris with Cadet Whitehead, Miss Fair Sarson with Cadet Strong, Miss Mary
Bell with Cadet Matson, Miss Helen Moore with Cadet
Mercer- Miss Amy Harmon with Cadet Sparks, and Miss
Crawford with Cadet Davidson. Stags: Captains Fetzer,
Legge and Pitcher; Messrs. Carl Moore, D. S. Borne,
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Charles and Thomas Holt, and Cadets Moody, Bramhan, Barton, May, Hitchins and Bryant.
On the third of March, Cadet Whitehead was the
recipient of a visit from his father, of Vienna, 111. Together they went to the inauguration, and Paul tells great
tales of his trip.
The Barnes brothers enjoyed a visit from their father
on the nineteenth of February. Mr. Barnes returned to
Roanoke, Va., with such a good opinion of the school
that he published an article in his home paper commendthe institution.
Pi Phi Fraternity enjoyed a visit from two of their
last year's brothers, R. L. Bryan, of Columbia, S. C,
and C. F. LaMarch, of Marion. Ohio. They spent
three days at the Academy.
Cadet Merrit received a visit from his father on
the first of March. Mr. Merrit was well satisfied with
his son's progress at S. M. A.
Cadet Dildine, of New York State, entertained his
mother on her late visit to S. M. A. It is evident that
Mrs. Dildine enjoyed her stay, for she succeeded in
bringing about the reinstatement of her son who had
been dismissed from the Academy.
Mrs. and Miss Arps, of Norfolk, Va., visited Cadet
Newton Arps on February twenty-first. They stayed
here three days, watching the cadets' routine and returned
well satisfied with Newton's course.
Cadet F. Morrison received a visit from his mother,
of Philadelphia, Pa. Mrs. Morrison spent several days
with her son and seemed well satisfied with her son's
work at school.

I
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Capt. P. C. Ragan, and his wife, were joint hosts at
a delightful little tea given at their home, on Prospect
Street. The dining room was beautifully decorated and
the table was neatly arranged. Among those present
were, Mrs. W. G. Kable, Miss Enslow, of Richmond,
Va., Cadets G. K. Nigh and C. D. Blair.
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S. M. A., 25—G. H. S., 15
The S. M. A. basketball team added another scalp
to its string by defeating the fast team of the Gettysburg
High School. The game was rather slow from beginning to end. If the local team had played in its usual form,
they would have more than doubled the score. Seeley
lacked the speed in this game, which had been the chief
characteristic of his star playing in former games, and
following his example the entire team put up a poor
exhibition of basketball playing. Atwood played the
star game for the local team and it was mainly due to
him that another victory was added to the team's credit.
Williams who was at center in place of Cox, who was
out of the game with an injured leg, showed up good making more points than any one man.
The line-up:
S. M. A.
Seeley (Capt.)
Smith, P
Williams
LaMarche
Atwood

R. F
L. F
C .,
R. G
L. G

G. H. S.
Neu
Fasicks
Rupp
Bringman
Diehl (Capt.)

Referee, Harry May; James Rosenberger time-keeper;
Wilson Eskridge, official score keeper. Time of halves,
20 minutes.
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S. M. A., 29—S. C. I., 14
The local quint added another victory to their credit
by defeating the Shenandoah Collegiate Institute in a
fast and exciting game. The game was very rough
throughout, but the S. M. A. players always came out
on top. May, of S. M. A., and his opponent, Gorell
(Capt), of the S. C. I. team, were the main participants
in this sort of playing. S. M. A.'s team work showed
a marked improvement over the former game. Seeley
outshone the rest of the S. M. A. team by his fast and
aggressive playing although LaMarche was a close second as to aggressiveness. Cox played a steady and reliable game although no brilliant plays were made on his
part, except in every case of emergency he was there
with the goods.
Gorell, while in the game for the visitors, out-played
any man on his team. Markwood and Cornetet played
a creditable game for S. C. I.
The line-up:
S. M. A.
S. C. I.
Seeley (Capt.)
R.F.. .Corell (Capt.), Payne
LaMarche
L. F
Cornetet
Cox
C
Rhodes
Atwood
R. G
Markwood
May (Griffith)
L. F
Andes
Harry May, referee; James Rosenberger, time
keeper; Wilson Eskridge, official score keeper. Time
of halves, 20 minutes.
S. M. A., 54—F. M. S., 19
In a one sided game the local quint captured another
victory from the Fishburne Military School, by a score
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of 54 to 19. According to the score it stands to reason
that S. M. A. played ring's around their opponents from
beginning to end. Seeley, LaMarche and Smith, P.,
played their usual star game, their basket shooting being
the feature of the game.
The Fishburne team played hard and showed good
spirit, but they were lacking experience and at no time
were they equal to the sphere-artists of S. M. A.
The line-up:
S. M. A.
F. M. S.
Seeley (Capt.)
R. F
Alexander (Capt.)
Smith, P
L.F.
Griffin
Cox
C
Mclntyre
LaMarche
R. G
Alexander, S.
Atwood
L. G
Cushman
Guy Kyle, referee; James Rosenberger, time keeper;
Wilson Eskridge, official score keeper. Time of halves
20 minutes.
S. M. A., 8—A. M. A., 31
The fast team of Augusta Military Academy won
their second victory over the local quint by the score of
31 to 8. Before a crowd of at least 300 excited spectators, the A. M. A. team managed to get S. M. A.'s goat
at the first of the game, and to keep this handicap
throughout. The game was without doubt the roughest
one of the season, and the referee was kept on the jump
from beginning to end. There were twenty-nine fouls
during the contest, most of them being personal ones.
S. M. A. was responsible for 16 of them while A. M. A.
was penalized for the remaining 13. Seeley, LaMarche
and May were ruled out for this kind of playing, as was
Gallagher, of A. M. A. Gibbon was the shining light
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of the evening and without doubt his brilliant playing
was the feature of the game, making twelve out of a
possible 16 fouls, and his field work being sure and fast.
Beckley played a good game while Schwab was there
when it came to offensive and defensive playing although
he was by far too rough. S. M. A. played the poorest
game of the season. The cadet spectators, after the
game, allowed their enthusiasm to turn into poor sportsmanship by jerring at the visitors, but their conduct soon
changed and they turned out to be good losers after all.
The game was refereed by Maiden, of the University.
The length of the halves was 20 minutes. For A. M. A.,
Gibon scored 21 points, Beckley 4, Schwab 2 and Jennings
4. For S. M. A., Seeley scored 5, Cox 2 and Smith 1.
The line-up:
S. M. A.
Seeley (Capt.)
R. F
Smith, P
L. F
Cox, Williams
C
LaMarche, May, Laurer. .R. G
Atwood
L. G

A. M. A.
Gibon (Capt.)
Beckley
Jennings
Gallagher
Schwab
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Baseball Outlook
The baseball season of 1913 is very near at hand
and it is high time for the "winter league" ball players to
get out on the diamond and show their real worth. As we
go to press the candidates for the 'Varsity are out on the
field limbering up their arms and training their dim batting eyes. Four men from last year's heavy hitting team
are back on the job. Captain Matson, York, Hunter,
and Rosenberger will be the nucleus for the new team
and with many promising candidates out for places we
feel competent to say that we will have one of the fastest
aggregations in Southern Prep, school ranks.
Already the pitching staff has begun to show signs
of class. Gibson, Camp, Brenham, Martin, and Reibert
are the men who will fight it out for positions on the
slab. Under the experienced and efficient coaching of
Capt. Bill Fetzer the squad will be rounded into superb
condition for the opening game.
Let's get together, fellows, and give the team a good
send off at the opening game of the season. Remember
Boys that good spirit and rooting has helped to win many
a game.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
DEAR EDITOR:

Will you kindly tell me in your next edition where
my lap goes when I stand up? Does it go to the same
place that my fist goes when I open my hand?
In suspense,
TlBBETS.
MY DEAR MR. EDITOR:

This being my second year at S. M. A., and having
won several prizes at beauty contests prior to my coming here, I feel slighted to say the least, that my winning
ways have gone unappreciated so far. If I may say so,
I would suggest that THE SABRE instigate a "Beauty
Contest." Since Gnash has left our midst, and feeling
that the title my honored contemporary, Lieut. York,
is unfair, I enter formal protest of his election. I would
suggest the following rules to govern the contest:
1st.—That the name of the contest be known as
"The Dainty Dapper Dazzling Beauty Exhibition of
Debonair Debutantes."
2nd.—That the number of contestants be limited to
Gnash and myself.
D. L. HARRIS.
DEAR EDITOR:

I am writing this as a warning, but pause, no, not
as a threat. But I feel that I should tell all aspirants for
the position of second-base on the 'Varsity, of my baseball ability. Being fairminded and absolutely void of
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egotism, I do possess great liklihood of becoming one
of the shining lights of the diamond, having played
once or twice before.
Having just purchased a new dollar glove, and
"Rocket" baseball, I am coming out in force to give
these so-called ball players a treat.
Yours,
BILL TINDAL.
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Editor, to Harris:
After careful reading of your project and after deep
pondering and deliberation of same, we unanimously
elect you to the above title as our mutual friend, Mr.
Gnash has gone home several weeks ago. Congratulations.
The Servant in the House
Capt. Ragan
Polly of the Circus
Capt. Pitcher
Officer 666
Capt. Fonneville
The Common Law
Capt. Russell
Get Rich Quick Wallingford
Capt. Kable
Critic
Capt. Wonson
The Merry Widow
Capt. Davis
Within the Law
Cadets
The Music Master
Prof. Beardsworth
Bachelors and Benedicts. .Capts. Stevens and Sutherland
The Heart Breakers
Capts. Legge and McCue
The Talker
Major Russell
The Old Homestead
S. M. A.
Salvation Nell
A Pony

.
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The Man of the Hour
A Prince of the Night
Paid in Full

Capt. Sizer
Brenham
The Flunkers

"Pop" Carrell (explaining to cadet how to mark
time) : Raise your left foot about four inches from the
ground and bring your right foot up beside it.
Poem With Much Feeling
Written by the Poet-Lauriette, of Staunton,
Franklyn Spearshake Yorque

Last night as I lay dreaming of the days gone by,
A vision came before me as if from in the sky.
It was a beautiful maiden—One I love so dear;
Stretching forth her arms to me, and—oh, she seemed
so near!
I drew her closer to me; I embraced her, oh, what bliss!
I asked her if she loved me, and she answered with a kiss.
It was a happy moment; too happy to be true;
For just at that moment the darned Old Reveille Blew!
I'd hate to be a private,
And never do a thing
But Fold up in my seven-by-three
And sing and sing and sing.
i

But if I were a corporal,
I'd quite enjoy doom;
I'd raise old Hades with the boys,
Down in the boiler room.
If two girl seminaries in town had a basketball game
would Mary Bald-win.

Jm
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Every time we have dogs for supper somebody growls.
Cadet Gallagher hates water so much that every
time he goes to mess-hall he drinks milk.
Capt. Gelzer, in Physics: Can you give me a definition of nothing?
Whitehead: Nothing is a hole in a barrel without a
barrel around it.
Tindal (putting up pennants) : Gee, I've dropped a
tack on my bed.
Strong: That's all right don't look for it now, you'll
find it tonight.
Capt. Russell wishes to know if a shrub is a bush, is
geom-a-tree ?
If Vietts weighs 250 pounds, how much will Ridgeway?
Cap. Ragan (at Monday inspection) : Ah, ha, what's
this, a kerosene lamp?
Miller: Why no, that's an oil well.
The class had been talking of the cruelty of bull
fighting. "Well let's get to work, there's too much
'Bull' in this class anyway," interrupted Capt. King.
Our monthly tip:. Be like a piano, upright and grand.
Lives of old boys all remind us
They can make our lives so sweet,
And departing leave behind them,
Footprints on our little seat.
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One fine day in the middle of the night,
Two dead men got up to fight;
Two blind men to see fair play;
Two dumb men to shout hurrah.
A legless donkey walking by,
Kicked the blind man in the eye,
Kicked him through an unbuilt wall
Like an India rubber ball.
Griffith: Say, Sparks, what is a pretzel?
Sparks: Why, it's a cracker with a cramp.
"Scott's Idea of Poetry."
A boy went fishing on the bank,
He slipped, he fell, and then he sank.
Three times he sank and then arose
And wrung the water from his clothes.
Horner, to McMahan: I'll bet you ten dollars you
can't repeat a verse from the Bible.
Mac: I'll take you up, here goes: 'And he went out
and hanged himself."
Horner: Pretty good, now here's one I remember:
"Go thou and do likewise."

.
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